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FEATURES
* A lightweight backpack that can be used

in many different ways.
* It has MOLLE bands on the outside.
* Outside Velcro stripes so you can attach

your markings.
* The pack can be attached to our other

backpacks, on our ballistic and non
equipment vests. It can also be carried
on its own.

* It is expandable from 15-20S L with an
expansion zipper.

* Openings for cables and hydration
systems in the top.

* Inside hanger for a hydration system.
* Outside compartment with zipper

closure.
* Inside covered with Velcro loop fabric so

pouches can be attached.

DIMENSIONS
H=50, W=31 & D=10-15 cm.

WEIGHT
860 g.

MATERIAL
Fabric: 100% polyamide PU coated
Webbing: 100% polyester. 

SWEDISH ARMY STOCK 
NUMBER

 M7085-823010
RYGGSÄCK 15-25L



All parts in the backpack:
Two Duffel straps.
One backpack w internal plastic 
sheet frame.
Two shoulder straps.

We have introduced a new buckle, 
the “Herma buckle”.
This is a brilliant buckle that always 
fits, no more Male or Female 
buckles, just one that matches it 
self.

The inside is covered with Velcro 
loop fabric. Our insert pouches can 
be attached there.

The All pack can be expanded to 
20L volume.
Open the zipper along the sides.

The All pack attached with the gate 
keeper buckle in the shoulders and 
the Duffel straps closed around the 
back panel of the Squeeze ballistic 
vest.

When attached with Duffel straps, 
one Duffel strap can be connected 
with the vest. In this configuration 
the All pack can be accessed and 
still connected.

The shoulder straps can be 
removed from the backpack.
This is convenient when you attach 
the All pack to our plate carrier/bal-
listic vest.

The All pack attached with an extra 
pair of Duffel straps and repair 
buckles (not included) and the 
enclosed duffel straps is used as a 
waist band.

Insert pouches attached inside the 
All pack.
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